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This research project investigates whether there exists an optimal way to structure topics in 
educational course content that results in higher levels of engagement among students. It is 
implemented by fitting topic models to transcripts of educational videos contained in the Khan 
Academy platform. The fitted models were used to extract topic trajectories across time for each 
video and subsequently clustered based on whether they have similar “shapes”. The differences in 
mean engagement metrics per cluster suggest that some course shapes are more palatable to 
students regardless of subject matter. Additionally, the topic trajectories suggest a constant 
progression of topics with little repetition is optimal for student engagement.  The results from this 
project provide new methodologies to improve educational quality by focusing on the sequence of 
themes within instructional material.  
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Research in cognitive science has focused on topics ranging from how humans establish causality, 
how we draw conclusions, make decisions and more. Cognitive science also frequently draws from 
the field of computer science, with the classical view arguing that the mind is just a highly 
complicated computer involving the manipulation of formal symbols over a set of rules.  
(Cummins et al., 2000). A portion of cognitive science also investigates how people learn, how we 
encode and process information for various purposes. Computer science advancements, in addition 
to allowing for helpful analogies for the mind, have greatly increased our ability to assess and 
investigate the human learning processes and use it to abstractly map what we presume is occuring 
in the brain during learning. Together, these advancements can be valuable for making progress in 
educational practices as quality and accessible education is important for quality of life, access to 
opportunities and increasing our knowledge as a species. This thesis project aims to use computer 
science tools to learn more about how to structure educational content to ensure optimal learning.  
 
The general approach followed in this project is to model course content using word embedding 
models. The idea of these models is to represent each concept as a feature vector, in which 
conceptually related words are nearby (i.e.., in Euclidean distance). When we apply these models 
to each moment of a course video, we can obtain a trajectory, or “path”, through word embedding 
space that describes how the content of the course unfolds over time. This gives each course a 
unique geometric shape that can be compared or contrasted with other courses and leveraged to 




For this Honors Thesis project, these word embedding models will be applied to a pool of 
approximately ten thousand course videos sourced from the Khan Academy platform (Khan 
Academy, n.d.), spanning a wide range of subject areas. My goal is to understand if particular 
classes of geometric shapes, normalizing for the specific subject area of each course, tend to be 
more or less effective at conveying knowledge to students, maintaining engagement, promoting 
interest, and so on. Discovering general patterns in effective courses’ shapes that apply across 
subject areas could provide the first formal models of what makes an effective lecture (or teacher). 
1.1  Outline 
	
This first chapter of this project work is an Introduction which includes background and purpose. 
The second chapter is the Literature Review, which presents relevant work on word embeddings, 
topic modeling techniques and education learning. Chapter three is the Methods, where the 
approach, data collection, data preprocessing, topic modeling method applied, and analysis are 
presented. Moreover, in chapter four, the evaluation and results are presented and discussed. The 










2. Literature review  
2.1 		Word	Embeddings	
 
Word embedding models help us create models of semantic content to extract meaning from words 
or texts and transform the field of computational linguistics. Latent Semantic analysis is a word 
embedding model that extrapolates global knowledge from local co-occurring data in a body of 
text (Landauer and Dumais 1997). Relatedly, Latent Dirichlet allocation is one of the most popular 
topic modelling methods that uses probabilistic models to identify the topics that a document 
belongs to based on the words in that document (Blei et al., 2003). Additional examples of word 
embedding models include Word2vec, which is a two-layer neural net that takes a text corpus as 
input and uses vectorization to output feature vectors that represent words in that corpus (Mikolov 
et al. 2013; Mikolov, Yih, and Zweig 2013) , and the Universal Sentence Encoder (USE), that 
creates numerical representations of textual data by encoding data into embeddings (high 
dimensional vectors) and is useful for transferring to other NLP methods such as text classification, 
semantic similarity and clustering (Cer et al., 2018).  Relatedly, Top2vec utilizes distributed 
representations, joint document, and word semantic embedding, to identify topic vectors without 
having to specify the number of topics or address stop-word removal and lemmatization issues 
(Angelov, 2020).  
 
The above mentioned word embedding models have various applications such as web search  




semantic partitioning (Quemy, 2018) and building cognitive models of learning and memory 
(Heusser, Fitzpatrick, and Manning, 2018) 
2.2 		Topic	Modelling	Techniques	
	
Topic modelling approaches such as the Correlated Topic Model, Pachinko Allocation Model, 
Time-based Topic Models, and Self-Aggregating Topic Models are also better able to track 
changes of topics over time, the correlation between topics and handle short amounts of text 
(Vayansk & Sathish, 2020). To address potential redundancy in topics when features of a dataset 
are biased, one topic modelling approach uses a nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) model - 
usually used for dimensionality-reduction, latent topic modelling, and clustering tasks - and 
incorporates user-designed seed word supervision (Vendrow et al., 2021).  
Pre-trained models help to get more accurate representations of words and sentences. They allow 
for more coherent outputs by providing more contextual knowledge. Bidirectional Encoder 
Representation from Transformers (BERT) is a pre-trained encoder stack that incorporates 
contextual word embeddings (different meanings based on words in close proximity), an attention 
mechanism to understand context, and feature extractor to achieve state-of-the-art results in 
various NLP tasks (Devlin et al., 2018). One related technique BERTopic uses BERT and class-
based term frequency-inverse document frequency (c-TF-IDF), a statistical method to assess how 
relevant a word is to a document, to create dense clusters and increase the interpretability of topics 
(Maarten, 2020).  Neural topic modelling uses black box inference methods with neural networks 
and one version, the Bidirectional Adversarial Topic (BAT) model, uses a two-way projection 
between document-topic distributions and the document-word distribution to improve on the 
coherence of topics extracted (Wang et al., 2020).  Research on Contextualized Topic Models built 




representations), has shown that contextualization results in more meaningful and coherent topics 
(measured via human evaluation) (Bianchi, Terragni & Hovy, 2020).   
 
Topic modelling algorithms have also been employed in education for various purposes. Previous 
applications have focused on educating patients about their treatment (Kandula, 2011), improving 
search engines for educational videos (Danciulescu, 2020) and conducting student assessments 
(Harden, 2019). Topic models have also been used to customize information presented to students 
based on models of learning and memory (Stern and Woolf, 2000). Researchers at the Contextual 
dynamics Lab at Dartmouth College used a similar approach to model the dynamic content of a 
television episode (Heusser, Fitzpatrick, and Manning, 2020). The main goals of that work were 
to compare how people’s memories of the television episode related to the original experience of 
watching the episode, and also to understand which brain regions were involved in learning and 
remembering that experience. This project work uses a similar modeling framework in order to 
understand whether there are universal “shapes” of online courses that tend to be more effective 
at teaching students and keeping them engaged and interested. 
2.3 		Education	and	Learning	
	
The relationship between presentation of learning material and how people learn has also been 
investigated from various perspectives. One such perspective that is largely refuted is the notion 
that students have different learning styles, and these learning styles can be classified based on 
sensory modalities into visual, auditory, and kinaesthetic. However, there is a lack of evidence to 
support these learning styles and the modification of teaching mediums to cater to different styles 
has not been shown to produce significant improvement in learning outcomes (Pashler et al. 2008; 




that modality of perceived information is significant for the way in which information is processed 
in our brain, with the fusiform gyrus active for pictorial stimuli and the supramarginal gyrus for 
verbal components (Kraemer, 2009).  
Other ways to structure content to become more digestible to the human brain includes distributing 
learning (studying) time over a larger duration and interleaving (alternating between) different 
subjects (Rohrer, 2010). One project attempted to inform school curricula by building cognitive 
models of mathematics processing in students (Ritter, 2007). Some suggest that attention has a 
more crucial role in learning and consequently, due to the limitations of working memory, there 
should be decreased focus on the perceptual aspects of learning and more focus on frequent testing 
to improve information retention over a longer period of time (Miller, 2001). Additionally, the 
level of control given to students in the learning process, direct (guided) instruction vs. discovery 
(unguided) instruction is suggested to have different outcomes for learning. One study indicated 
that those in direct instruction conditions performed as well as or better than discovery instruction 
conditions and that these results indicate that some direct instruction is needed when young 
children attempt scientific investigation tasks (Klahr, 2004). The difference between physical and 
virtual learning materials has also been explored, with reports of different learning outcomes for 
these different learning materials. Proponents of physical (hands-on) activities for science learning 
suggest that it is essential for developing an experiential and concrete background for science 
learning (Flick, 1993). Some support the idea of embodied mathematics learning, which suggests 
that mathematics knowledge is perception and action based - supporting this claim using data from 
teacher’s gestures while explaining mathematical concepts (Alibali, 2012). However, research 
done with engineering design projects for middle school students did not find any significant 




indicate that the practical benefits of virtual learning materials might make it a preferred method 
of instruction (Klahr, 2007).  
In terms of teacher characteristics, studies have indicated that teachers who are better able to 
empathize with students and judge students' engagement levels to adjust content accordingly are 
rated as more effective (Jordan and Schwartz, 2018; Lavy 2015; Curran 2018). Overall, good 
course design and engagement have both been shown to increase satisfaction with classes, 
performance, and student focus (Black, 2014; Hosler, 2012; Richards, 2011).  
Chapter 3 
3. 	Methods	
3.1 		Data Acquisition and Preprocessing 
	
This project uses transcripts of videos contained in the Khan Academy YouTube channel. Data 
was acquired using the YouTube download library (Amine, 2011) which extracts text and time 
intervals for each set of words in the video. The total number of videos downloaded numbered 
10,069 with a total size of 137.4 Mega Bytes. For each video, two files with the same file name 
were downloaded of file type Web Video Text Track (file extension ‘.vtt’) and JavaScript Object 
Notation (JSON, file extension ‘.json’). The Web Video Text Track file contained the video 
transcript and time points while the JSON contained a dictionary with video details such as number 
of likes, dislikes, view counts and more which will be used to extract engagement data later during 





The video transcripts were pre-processed before analysis using the Natural Language Toolkit (Bird 
et al., 2009). Initial data cleaning and preparation involved lowercasing all text, removal of 
punctuation and tokenization - which separates lines of text into a list of words or terms - in order 
to standardize across all of the text and remove components that are not relevant for analysis. 
Subsequently, three separate files were outputted for each video transcript. The file primarily used 
for analysis pairs each word with the specific time point (in seconds) it occurred on. This was 
achieved using the time intervals saved with each series of words, taking the difference of the time 
intervals, and dividing it by the total numbers of tokens (words) in that interval. The second and 
third file output contain the (cleaned) text of the video and the part of speech tag of each word in 
the text. 
The final text to be analyzed will also have stop words removed (words that appear frequently and 
do not contribute significant meaning to texts, e.g. ‘the’, ‘so’, ‘and’, ‘with’ etc...) and lemmatized 
(returning words to their base form while taking into account relevant prefixes, suffixes and part 
of speech tags for increased accuracy). 
Five transcripts had frequent errors in pre-processing due to uncommon symbols and several 
misspelled words. These files were not included in analysis. Fifty transcripts were also removed 
because they did not cover educational content. Of those removed, twenty-one were talks, five 
were meetings with professionals, six were information for parents, eight were related to guided 
meditation and ten were help videos (helping khan academy, helping students figure out study 
strategies etc.…). These videos were identified using keywords ‘talk’, ‘meet’, ‘kickoff’, 





3.2  Analysis 
	
For analysis, a second set of text preparation had to be performed. Each time point document was 
converted into a data frame with its indices as the time points and column values as the 
corresponding words at that time point. These time points were also converted from milliseconds 
to seconds and cut off to two decimal points. To extract meaning from the data later, the file names 
were also stored alongside their contents and tracked throughout analysis. The main analyses for 
this project were implemented using the SciKit Learn library, which contains tools for statistical 
modelling and unsupervised machine learning (Scikit-learn: Machine Learning in Python).  
In order for a topic model to be fitted, data must first be vectorized, i.e. turned into a document by 
word matrix distribution. To pass into the CountVectorizer function, each document was converted 
into one string with the elements separated by space. Parameters of minimum difference of 0.1 
(words which appear in less than 10% of the documents are disregarded) and maximum difference 
of 0.25 (words which are particularly frequent or occur in more than 25% of the documents are 
disregarded) were also provided to the CountVectorizer. This function will provide a fitted 
vectorizer object that has learned the words in the corpus and a matrix of token counts (document 
by word matrix). 
 
The matrix generated from the CountVectorizer function was used to fit a Latent Dirichlet 
Algorithm model. For this model, the learning method ‘online’ was used (faster for larger data 
sizes) and a prespecified number of 50 topics was provided. The purpose of this initial fit is for the 
model to learn all of the words in the corpus and their topic distribution. To obtain the topic 
trajectories and get shapes of videos, this fitted LDA model was transformed over sliding time 




To obtain topic trajectories over the course of the video, each video string was divided into sliding 
time windows of 120 seconds durations and middle time points of each sliding window were 
recorded. This would save the words contained within the 120 seconds interval as one string and 
each successive window would only differ in the first and last words. These sliding windows were 
constructed so that co-occurring words can be considered together to improve topic identification 
and create topic vectors for each successive duration as the video progresses.  
Using these sliding windows, the initial vectorizer object was transformed and the matrix returned 
was passed to the initial LDA model using the transform function. This allows for the identification 
of topic distributions of the sliding windows based on the initial model constructed using the 
entirety of the data. These topic trajectories were organized into a dataframe along with the middle 
time points the topic trajectories occurred on. The data frames were then resampled to the desired 
sample rate to ensure that all data have an equal length/distribution (fixed number of rows). 
Resampling the frames is useful for hyperalignment later and was implemented using the Scipy 
Python library’s (Virtanen, 2020) pchip (Piecewise Cubic Hermite) interpolator which uses cubic 
splines to find the value of new points in the data.  
 
For the subsequent analysis of hyperalignment and clustering using HDBSCAN, the data 
manipulation and visualization package hypertools was used (Heusser, 2017). The topic 
trajectories in the data frames were then aligned in a high dimensional space. The goal of 
hyperalignment is to create a shared information space in which the feature vectors that contain 
information about the topic trajectories are aligned. The aligned topic trajectories were then 
grouped using a data-driven way of automatically determining how many clusters there are and 




cluster. To test statistical significance, paired t-tests were performed comparing the view counts, 
like counts, dislike counts, and like/ dislike ratio of videos in each cluster.  
Chapter 4 
4. Evaluation and Results  
 
The top ten words for the 50 topics specified (shown in Table 1) indicate how well the model 
generated is working to capture the themes within the video transcripts. This is done through a 
qualitative assessment to check whether words in the same topic are conceptually related. From 
topic 36, we see words such as particle, kinetic, cycle, molecule, which are all related in physics 
concepts and we see that words in topic 42 are conceptually related to governmental institutions. 
 
 
Table 1: The top 10 words for each of the 50 topics identified in the model are shown above. 
Qualitative assessments of the conceptual relationship between these words indicates whether our 
model worked well in capturing themes in the corpus.  
Topic 0:  statement, true, integer, david, difference, inequality, compare, woman, dog, great 
Topic 1:   light, sun, relative, ice, surface, hot, small, level, room, water 
Topic 2:   pound, eat, apple, store, code, sugar, food, paper, fruit, piece 
Topic 3:   bank, buy, dollar, pay, price, sell, market, asset, income, money 
Topic 4:   social, child, life, feel, family, society, study, friend, play, person 
Topic 5:   distance, rate, minute, foot, car, mile, travel, average, round, hour 
Topic 6:   20, 25, 30, 15, 50, 40, 60, subtract, 80, 100 
Topic 7:   khan, academy, school, teacher, kid, learn, year, grade, great, student 
Topic 8:   fourth, exponent, tenth, raise, hundredth, sixth, decimal, eighth, pattern, power 
Topic 9:   group, bond, hydrogen, ring, molecule, double, methyl, chain, ahead, carbon 
Topic 10:   base, natural, cost, total, scenario, sentence, clause, orange, green, log 
Topic 11:   derivative, respect, prime, partial, interval, input, constant, rule, maximum, function 
Topic 12:   root, squared, positive, polynomial, coefficient, quadratic, formula, simplify, radical, square 
Topic 13:   american, state, empire, united, history, period, power, year, north, war 
Topic 14:   heart, pressure, vessel, muscle, lung, oxygen, body, artery, left, blood 
Topic 15:   company, business, job, spend, bar, plan, project, technology, build, share 
Topic 16:   velocity, speed, ball, acceleration, initial, position, direction, final, momentum, meter 




Topic 18:   height, volume, rectangle, centimeter, length, surface, base, width, unit, potential. area 
Topic 19:   open, ion, calcium, inch, channel, chloride, sphere, close, salt, sodium 
Topic 20:   13, choice, 14, 16, 18, problem, 11, 23, 24, 12 
Topic 21:  limit, infinity, state, president, party, large, vote, close, closer, approach 
Topic 22:  hole, black, building, city, wood, walk, stone, sort, leg, voiceover 
Topic 23:  solution, solve, subtract, absolute, lefthand, problem, cancel, satisfy, righthand, equation 
Topic 24:  day, month, pay, age, option, period, rate, tax, 10000, year 
Topic 25:  half, represent, blue, large, left, parallel, pause, split, copy, place 
Topic 26:  head, wire, flip, tail, switch, coin, iron, cup, connect, probability 
Topic 27:  set, random, define, box, sum, possibility, pick, element, sequence, variable 
Topic 28:  wave, protein, signal, body, frequency, red, node, layer, release, cell 
Topic 29:  learn, problem, class, computer, math, game, model, watch, didn't, sal 
Topic 30:  price, curve, distribution, population, cost, average, standard, data, quantity, sample 
Topic 31:  read, book, story, language, text, sound, passage, today, character, word 
Topic 32:  oxygen, hydrogen, proton, charge, acid, bond, reaction, molecule, pair, electron 
Topic 33:  coordinate, axis, inverse, comma, shift, real, vertical, plot, xaxis, graph 
Topic 34:  zucker, roman, greek, beth, steven, ancient, rome, sculpture, frame, harris 
Topic 35:  matrix, row, column, dot, transformation, guy, space, plane, product, vector 
Topic 36:  particle, kinetic, period, cycle, molecule, glucose, high, spring, potential 
Topic 37:  speaker, capital, growth, week, labor, grow, machine, large, size, ratio 
Topic 38:  current, concentration, constant, delta, voltage, pressure, heat, gas, reaction, temperature 
Topic 39:  human, star, population, gene, animal, type, life, virus, bacteria, dna 
Topic 40:  sine, theta, integral, evaluate, antiderivative, series, unit, function, definite, cosine 
Topic 41:  field, direction, newton, block, electric, net, pull, gravity, magnitude, force 
Topic 42:  government, law, constitution, court, amendment, congress, federal, house, supreme, state 
Topic 43:  object, circle, image, distance, earth, mirror, ray, parabola, reflect, center 
Topic 44:  paint, steven, art, male, beth, female, artist, woman, music, painting 
Topic 45:  triangle, degree, length, circle, 90, congruent, 180, opposite, measure, angle 
Topic 46:  symptom, patient, type, infection, test, person, drug, disorder, brain, disease 
Topic 47:  mole, gram, unit, kilogram, liter, weight, atomic, atom, proportional, mass 
Topic 48:  denominator, expression, numerator, common, simplify, divisible, 2x, fraction, rewrite, factor 
Topic 49:  slope, increase, charge, decrease, density, sign, blue, close, cross, positive 
 
 
Topic trajectories for each video were obtained by building a feature vector for sliding windows 
of one-hundred twenty second durations. Feature vectors for conceptually-related words are 




a trajectory, or “path” through word embedding space that describes how the content of the course 
unfolds over time. This gives each course a unique geometric shape that can be compared or 
contrasted with other courses (across subjects), leveraged to predict how someone will learn, and 
so on. Since the videos are different lengths, each video was resampled to 100 time points and a 
smoothing procedure was applied to even out some of the bumps in trajectories. The differences 
between the initial trajectories and the resampled and smoothed ones are shown using a sample 
video’s trajectory in Figure 1 and Figure 2. As compared to the trajectory of Figure 1, the smoothed 
trajectory in Figure 2 has significantly less sharp corners with smoother curves. This allows us to 
standardize each trajectory for easier comparison later.  
After obtaining the trajectories for each video, the videos are clustered based on similarity in topic 
trajectories. Using HDBSCAN, nine clusters were identified in the transcripts with a 10th cluster, 
-1, containing all the videos that were not able to be clustered. The videos in cluster -1 were 
removed from graphing and analysis in order to better focus on those videos that had clear distinct 
categories in topic trajectories.  
 
Figure 1, left, and Figure 2, right, show un-smoothed and smoothed topic trajectories for a sample 
video. Figure 2 is the resulting trajectory after videos have been resampled to 100 time points and 






By projecting the word embedding vectors into a 3D space, we represent each video’s topic 
trajectory as a point in a hyperdimensional space. The values plotted are categorized by cluster 
(Figure 3); and the clusters are signified by different colors.  
We can see that videos with similar topic trajectories are nearby to each other and thus colored 
the same, and the spatial differences imply that there is a clear delineation between the clusters in 
terms of progression of conceptual content. The differences in the number of dots by cluster also 
indicates that the clusters are of different sizes. 
 
Figure 3: Dot plot of topic trajectories colored by cluster. The plot shows that 
                                  videos clustered together are nearby to each other and while videos in 
     different clusters are far apart. 
The video categories by cluster (Figure 4) indicate that there is a difference in the predominant 
subject category in each cluster. Cluster 1 and 3 have no values here because the size of the clusters, 
or the number of videos in the clusters, was too small to have the minimum count of videos in a 
category required to be captured in this graph. We see that clusters 0, 2, 4, 5, and 8 contain 
predominantly physics and algebra while cluster 6 and 7 contain predominantly organic chemistry, 
MCAT (medical college admissions test), and nclex-rn (nursing license examination) with a few 




in each cluster and that these subject areas may also be interrelated or interdependent. For instance 
from the data, we can identify the subject area MCAT (Medical College Admission Test) in cluster 
7 and recognize that the other subject areas enclosed in that cluster (organic chemistry, AP calculus 
AB, physics, algebra and more) are often subject areas required for and related to the MCAT. This 
is relevant because it can be used to identify optimal topic progressions that may result in better 
performance on the MCAT. Physics concepts also require a basis in mathematics, which cluster 0 
and 4 demonstrate by being composed of physics and mathematics videos predominantly.  
 
                                      Figure 4: shows the predominant subject categories by cluster. While cluster  
                                      1 and 3 are too small to be captured in this plot, other clusters show 
            a clear delineation in the dominant categories. 
We can also further expand this using the initial 50 topics generated from our model, and create a 
heatmap to show the relative weight of each topic in each cluster (Figure 5), which intersecting 
with information about subject categories in each cluster can help us evaluate our model and 
unpack each cluster further. Taking cluster 4 as a sample to investigate our model, we see that 
topics 11 and 12 are the most weighed in this cluster. Both topics cover mathematics and 




cover pre-algebra, algebra 2 and physics. Hence, a qualitative assessment drawn from these two 
types of details from each cluster can emphasize how well the model is working in capturing 
concepts. 
 
Figure 5: The topic weights by cluster are shown in the heat map above, 
where lighter colors indicate a heavier presence of that topic in that cluster.   
This allows us to cross-check the subject categories in each cluster using the 
highest weighted topics in that cluster. 
Subsequently, the engagement metrics per cluster can demonstrate if particular clusters are more 
popular than others. Plotting the average like count, dislike count and like to dislike ratio for each 
cluster (Figure 6) shows that different clusters have different mean values, suggesting that some 
clusters are more popular than others. Cluster 6 is the most liked, while cluster 3 is the least liked, 
indicating that the topic trajectories within cluster 6 are more popular among students. Performing 
unpaired, two-tailed t-tests shows that a number of these differences in means are statistically 
significant. For mean like count, cluster 3’s value was significantly different from cluster 5’s value, 
t(11) =  -2.65, p = 0.02 < 0.05. For dislikes, the mean value of cluster 6 was significantly different 




ratios were also statistically significant. Cluster 0 was significantly different from cluster 2 and 7 
with values of t(7) = 2.47, p = 0.04 < 0.05 and t(1) = 2.39, p = 0.03 < 0.05 respectively. Cluster 5 
had significantly different like to dislike ratios with clusters 2, 3 and 7 with values t(6) = -6.32, p 
< 0.001, t(1) = -2.53, p = 0.03 < 0.05 and, t(9) = 4.02, p = 0.003 < 0.05 respectively. Lastly, cluster 
6 had a significantly different mean value from cluster 8, t(9296) = 2.65, p = 0.008 < 0.05. These 
results indicate that the differences in mean like to dislike ratios occur above chance for a number 
of clusters. The like to dislike ratio also controls for the varying total like and dislike count for 
each cluster and expresses the proportion of those who liked the video to those who disliked it. 
Therefore, some ‘shapes’ of courses or trajectories of concepts in a course are more palatable to 
students when compared to others. 
 
Figure 6, left, and Figure 7, right show the average like, dislike, like to dislike ratio by cluster and the 
mean view count by cluster. The differences between these mean values indicate that some course 
shapes produce higher engagement. 
 
Looking at the mean view counts by cluster (Figure 7), we can see that cluster 6 is similarly popular 




mean view count of cluster 5 is statistically different from those of cluster 6 and 8, with values 
t(2918) = 2.22, p = 0.02 < 0.05 and t(6889) = 2.16, p = 0.03 < 0.05 respectively.  
These differences in means indicate that the distinction between the course shapes of clusters 
matters for how popular they are among students. We can unpack this more by taking a closer look 
at a few clusters.  
We can plot the average trajectory for each cluster and make comparisons between the structures 
of the topic trajectories to make inferences about why they have different engagement metrics. 
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show a sample video trajectory from cluster 7 and the average topic 
trajectory for that cluster. We can see that the average topic trajectory (Figure 9) has much less 
winds and loops when averaged across all videos within that cluster and captures a simple 
structural trajectory. 
  
Figure 8, left, and Figure 9, right, show a sample topic trajectory from cluster 7 and the average 
topic trajectory from that cluster. The average trajectory represents a simplified version as seen by 
the reduced variations in the trajectory. 
Below are the average topic trajectories for the 9 clusters identified from the videos (Figure 10). 
Some clusters, such as cluster 6 and cluster 5 seem to have a somewhat smooth progression of 
topics while other clusters like cluster 0 and 1 have more bends, indicating a sharp change in topics 






Figure 10: Average topic trajectories for each of the 9 clusters identified. We can see a clear 
variation in the trajectories with, for instance, clusters 0, 1, 7 having more bends and clusters 5 and 
6 having somewhat straight lines. 
 
Using these average trajectories, we can look into the most popular cluster, cluster 6, and cluster 
8 which has a significantly less like to dislike ratio as compared to cluster 6. The average topic 
trajectory for videos in cluster 6 seems to be a somewhat straight line, which can indicate a smooth 
progression of topics throughout the videos without much repetition or sudden switches in the 
themes or topics. We can make this inference because if there were a revisiting of concepts, we 
would expect to see the trajectory have some form of looped shape in certain sections. The 
predominant video categories within this cluster are organic chemistry, physics, and test 
preparation for the MCAT (Medical college admissions test), and the highest weighted topics 
within this cluster, topics 13 and 32, can give some insights on why these videos are liked. Topic 




the fact that the MCAT has a verbal reasoning section which can include literature or history text, 
and topic 32, which contains the words electron, oxygen, hydrogen, proton, charge, is in line with 
the video categories of physics and chemistry as well. So instructional videos on these subject 
categories tend to have a smoother progression in topics, which is more popular among students 
and produces more engagement. Alternatively, the less popular cluster 8 predominantly contains 
videos on algebraic mathematics. Looking at the average topic trajectory for this cluster, the main 
difference we can notice is a sharp change in topics at one end of the videos. This can indicate that 
some topics are being revisited in close proximity to each other. This can be interpreted to mean 
that this revisitation can result in educational videos not being as effective or engaging and 
suggesting that instructional videos in these subject categories mostly have fewer smooth ends and 

















5.  Conclusion 
5.1  Discussion and Conclusion 
 
Although the videos on the Khan Academy platform cover a large range of concepts over the 
10,000 videos, the shapes of the courses tend to fall in a few groups. The mean engagement metrics 
showed that some course shapes are more popular, liked and interacted with more than others. 
Results also showed the videos with a constant progression of topics, with less loops or sharp 
changes in themes, tend to be more effective at engaging students. Alternatively, course shapes 
that tend to revisit concepts in close temporal proximity to each other, tend to be less effective at 
engaging students, as shown by the engagement metrics by cluster.  This would suggest that certain 
“shapes” of courses, irrespective of subject area, are more palatable or satisfying to students than 
others. This is interesting because it indicates a possibility of tweaking courses to be more effective 
at engaging students, by reordering topics (maybe in terms of themes in syllabi or lecture slides) 
to best match a particularly optimal trajectory shape, without changing the overall conceptual 
content of the courses.  
This project is limited in that course effectiveness may not be fully captured by the engagement 
metrics used in this study. There could be other confounding variables that can lead to some 
courses being more popular than others, for instance because videos on some subject categories 
are more in demand than others. The engagement metrics used also do not capture student’s 
engagement throughout watching the video. In an experimental setting, the use of eye-tracking and 
brain data to measure attention and engagement during the video would better indicate overall 




through frequent evaluations would provide further information on the effectiveness of some 
shapes of course videos when compared to others.  
 
5.2  Recommendations for Future Work 
	
Future research could also utilize pre-trained language models to improve vectorization. This will 
allow for fine-tuning of models already trained with large data sets for specific NLP tasks, which 
makes the process faster and produces better models. For example, this project used Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation to build the topic models; however, it can be beneficial to explore this 
project’s goals in alternative ways. Methodologies like the Correlated Topic Model, Time-based 
Topic Models, and others which can better track changes of topics over time, the correlation 
between topics and handling short amounts of text could provide more insight in this topic.  
Moreover, further calibration of hyper-parameters passed to the model constructors could improve 
their performance. Subsequent research can also focus on non-video based educational materials 
and whether the effectiveness of in-person, collaborative and other learning environments can be 
evaluated using natural language processing methodologies.  
Other methods to expand this project are to go beyond engagement metrics and investigate if some 
course shapes produce more comprehension in students than others. Additionally, this 
methodology can be used to investigate if the formulation of individualized lesson plans to adhere 
to distinct ways of consuming information between students can optimize learning.  
Access to the highest quality education can substantially improve quality of life and access to 
opportunities. Education is also central to expanding our knowledge as a species. Advances in 




education. Applications of these technologies can help us address educational inequity and ensure 
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